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11 Birthdays: A Wish Novel
Kate Messner's debut novel gets an exciting new look! Readers will fall for Gianna Z. in this middle-grade novel full of
humor and heart.

Joan Procter, Dragon Doctor
Lines of bikes are miles long, shining, half a million strong. Rumbling, grumbling, engines roar. Peace signs. High fives.
Spirits soar. Every Memorial Day in Washington, DC, more than a million veterans and their supporters gather for the
Rolling Thunder� Ride for Freedom, a demonstration that pays tribute to the men and women of the US armed forces. This
lyrical story honors the bravery and sacrifice of those American heroes -- the ones who have returned home, and the ones
who haven't.

The Next President
Step One: Find a story. (A good one.) Step Two: Find a reading buddy. (Someone nice.) Step Three: Find a reading spot.
(Couches are cozy.) Now: Begin. Accomplished storytellers Kate Messner and Mark Siegel chronicle the process of becoming
a reader: from pulling a book off the shelf and finding someone with whom to share a story, to reading aloud, predicting
what will happen, and—finally—coming to The End. This picture book playfully and movingly illustrates the idea that the
reader who discovers the love of reading finds, at the end, the beginning. Plus, this is the fixed format version, which will
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look almost identical to the print version. Additionally for devices that support audio, this ebook includes a read-along
setting.

Fergus and Zeke
It's Amanda's 11th birthday and she is super excited---after all, 11 is so different from 10. But from the start, everything
goes wrong. The worst part of it all is that she and her best friend, Leo, with whom she's shared every birthday, are on the
outs and this will be the first birthday they haven't shared together. When Amanda turns in for the night, glad to have her
birthday behind her, she wakes up happy for a new day. Or is it? Her birthday seems to be repeating iself. What is going
on?! And how can she fix it? Only time, friendship, and a little luck will tell. . .

Attack on Pearl Harbor (Ranger in Time #12)
A TIME magazine Top 10 Children's Book of 2015 The whimsical "autobiography" of an imaginary friend who doesn't know
he's imaginary--perfect for fans of The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane and Toy Story Jaques Papier has the sneaking
suspicion that everyone except his sister Fleur hates him. Teachers ignore him when his hand is raised in class, he is never
chosen for sports teams, and his parents often need to be reminded to set a place for him at the dinner table. But he is
shocked when he finally learns the truth: He is Fleur's imaginary friend! When he convinces Fleur to set him free, he begins
a surprising and touching, and always funny quest to find himself--to figure out who Jacques Papier truly is, and where he
belongs. Readers will fall in love with Jacque's sweet, quirky voice as he gives them a look at life from an incredible new
perspective From the Hardcover edition.

Chirp
When the world's greatest masterpieces are stolen, it's up to three kids to track down the culprits! Henry, Anna, and Jose
head from Boston to Paris for their most dangerous mission yet: to solve the mystery of an international art heist! Shortly
after they arrive, they learn that a member of the Silver Jaguar Society is working as a double agent, passing information to
the criminal gang the Serpentine Princes -- but who could it be? When the senior members of the Society go missing, it's up
to Henry, Anna, Jose, and their smug new comrade, Hem, to mount a rescue while staying hot on the trail of a missing
masterpiece. Running around -- and below -- a foreign city filled with doppelgangers, decoys, and deceit, the three sleuths
discover they're the only hope for the Society's survival!

Breakout
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Told in letters, poems, text messages, news stories, and comics--a series of documents Nora collects for the Wolf Creek
Community Time Capsule Project--Breakout is a thrilling story that will leave readers thinking about who's really welcome in
the places we call home. Nora Tucker is looking forward to summer vacation in Wolf Creek--two months of swimming,
popsicles, and brushing up on her journalism skills for the school paper. But when two inmates break out of the town's
maximum security prison, everything changes. Doors are locked, helicopters fly over the woods, and police patrol the
school grounds. Worst of all, everyone is on edge, and fear brings out the worst in some people Nora has known her whole
life. Even if the inmates are caught, she worries that home might never feel the same. A Mighty Girl Best Book of the Year

Disaster on the Titanic (Ranger in Time #9)
Spelling has never been so zany! When the S in MOOSE comes loose, Cow must find the missing letters and glue MOOSE
back together! Perfect for fans of Michael Hall and Sandra Boynton. Rollicking, clever, and a great way to have fun with
letters, If the S in Moose Comes Loose is a seriously wild ride from start to finish. When two of Moose’s letters come loose,
he vanishes. Poof! But his best friend, Cow, has an idea: she’ll find a G, an L, a U, and an E and glue M-O-O-S-E back
together, better than ever! But it’s not as easy as it sounds. Author Peter Hermann is not only a debut picture book author,
he also plays publisher Charles Brooks on TV Land’s hit show Younger. Matthew Cordell is the acclaimed author and
illustrator of the 2018 Caldecott winner Wolf in the Snow and has written and/or illustrated dozens of other books for
children. If the S in MOOSE comes loose and the E breaks free . . . what’s left? M-O-O!

Rolling Thunder
Ranger is a time-traveling golden retriever with search-and-rescue training. In this adventure, he goes to Viking age Iceland,
which proves to be tough terrain for Ranger to navigate. Usually it's Ranger's job to save the day before he can return to his
family, but he meets a girl named Helga who rescues him more than once. And when a nearby volcano threatens to erupt
and Helga's new baby brother or sister starts to come early, they must journey through ash and smoke to find Helga's
father. But if Helga doesn't need Ranger's help, how will he ever get home?

Danger in Ancient Rome (Ranger in Time #2)
Discovering a magical pencil that imparts answers to her questions, Ava and her best friend, Sophie, learn the pencil's rules
and become increasingly reliant on its replies until it reveals a scary truth about Ava's family. By the award-winning author
of the Marty McGuire series.
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Spitfire
In this gorgeous companion to the acclaimed Over and Under the Snow and Up in the Garden and Down in the Dirt, Kate
Messner and Christopher Silas Neal bring to life a secret underwater world. In this book, readers will discover the plants and
animals that make up the rich, interconnected ecosystem of a mountain pond. Over the pond, the water is a mirror,
reflecting the sky. But under the pond is a hidden world of minnows darting, beavers diving, tadpoles growing. These and
many other secrets are waiting to be discoveredover and under the pond.

Lift
Over the snow, the world is hushed and white. But under the snow exists a secret kingdom of squirrels and snow hares,
bears and bullfrogs, and many other animals that live through the winter safe and warm, awake and busy, under the snow.
Discover the wonder and activity that lies beneath winter s snowy landscape in this magical book.

Wake Up Missing
Ranger travels to San Francisco and meets Lily Chen. She was sent from China to America to work as a young servant, but
she dreams of studying to be a doctor. When the Great Earthquake hits, Ranger arrives in time to rescue Lily from falling
beams in the mission house where she lives. Together they flee to safety, stopping to help another girl, May Wong, save her
little brother from the family's collapsed market. Lily and May try to make their way through the ruined city with Ranger at
their side. But can they escape crumbling buildings and raging fires, all while facing anti-Chinese discrimination?

How to Read a Story
In the not-too-distant future, huge tornadoes and monster storms have become a part of everyday life. Sent to spend the
summer in the heart of storm country with her meteorological engineer father, Jaden Meggs is surprised at the strides her
father's company StormSafe, has made with custom shelters that keep her family safe in even the worst of storms. At her
exclusive summer science camp, Eye On Tomorrow, Jaden meets Alex, a boy whose passion for science matches hers.
Together, they discover that her father's company is steering storms away from the expensive neighborhoods and toward
the organic farming communities that are in competition with his bio-engineered food company, NatureMade. Jaden must
confront her father, but when she does, she uncovers a terrifying family secret and must call on both her scientific
knowledge and her faith to save the people she loves most from one of her father's monster storms.
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Night of Soldiers and Spies
Meet Marie Tharp (1920-2006), the first person to map the Earth's underwater mountain ridge, in this inspiring picture book
biography from the author of Shark Lady. From a young age, Marie Tharp loved watching the world. She loved solving
problems. And she loved pushing the limits of what girls and women were expected to do and be. In the mid-twentieth
century, women were not welcome in the sciences, but Marie was tenacious. She got a job at a laboratory in New York. But
then she faced another barrior: women were not allowed on the research ships (they were considered bad luck on boats).
So instead, Marie stayed back and dove deep into the data her colleagues recorded. She mapped point after point and
slowly revealed a deep rift valley in the ocean floor. At first the scientific community refused to believe her, but her
evidence was irrefutable. She proved to the world that her research was correct. The mid-ocean ridge that Marie discovered
is the single largest geographic feature on the planet, and she mapped it all from her small, cramped office.

Escape from the Great Earthquake (Ranger in Time #6)
Three kids get caught up in an adventure of historic proportions! Anna, José, and Henry are complete strangers with more in
common than they realize. Snowed in together at a chaotic Washington D.C. airport, they encounter a mysterious tattooed
man, a flamboyant politician, and a rambunctious poodle named for an ancient king. Even stranger, news stations
everywhere have announced that the famous flag that inspired "The Star-Spangled Banner" has been stolen! Anna, certain
that the culprits must be snowed in too, recruits Henry and José to help catch the thieves and bring them to justice. But
when accusations start flying, they soon realize there's more than justice at stake. As the snow starts clearing, Anna, José,
and Henry find themselves in a race against time (and the weather!) to prevent the loss of an American treasure.

All the Answers
Ranger, the time-traveling golden retriever with search-and-rescue training, finds himself in 1912 on board the Titanic!

Hide and Seek
Ranger, the time-traveling golden retriever with search-and-rescue training, travels to New York City on the morning of the
9/11 attacks.

Ocean Speaks
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I Survived meets The Puppy Place in this thrilling adventure novel as Ranger -- a time-traveling golden retriever -- races to
the rescue on the day of the Pearl Harbor attack.

Real Revision
In October of 1776, two twelve-year-olds meet on a ship on Lake Champlain--Abigail, disguised as a boy while seeking her
only living relative, and Pascal, brought aboard by his stepfather, the captain--and forge a fast friendship while serving
together as soldiers.

The Brilliant Fall of Gianna Z.
How do you show students that revision is more than a classroom exercise to please the teacher? Take them into the real
world of writing for publication. In Real Revision, award-winning author and teacher Kate Messner demystifies the revision
process for teachers and students alike and provides tried-and-true revision strategies, field tested by students' favorite
authors. Kate takes us on a behind-the-scenes look at how more than thirty-five authors--including Julie Berry, Watt Key,
Loree Griffin Burns , Jane Yolen, Lisa Schroeder, Suzanne Selfors, Eric Luper, Danette Haworth, and Kathi Appelt--revise their
works, often many times over, before they appear on library and bookstore shelves. Using successful strategies from her
own classroom, Kate teaches how authors use research, brainstorming, and planning as revision tools; how they revise to
add detail and make characters stronger; and how students can use those same techniques for all kinds of writing in the
classroom. Real Revision features dozens of reproducible "mentor author" pages, with quotes from the authors about their
revision processes, and includes related classroom-ready activities. For any teacher who wants to produce strong real-world
writers, Real Revision will infuse the classroom with new energy as students use mentor authors as models for their own
revision and writing.

Escape from the Twin Towers (Ranger in Time #11)
The Brilliant Deep is the proud recipient of the ALA Notable Children's Books Award, the NSTA-CBC Best STEM Trade Books
Award, the Junior Library Guild Selection and the ILA Teacher's Choices. All it takes is one: one coral gamete to start a
colony in the ocean, one person to make a difference in the world, one idea to help us heal the earth. The ongoing
conservation efforts to save and rebuild the world's coral reefs—with hammer and glue, and grafts of newly grown
coral—are the living legacy of environmental scientist Ken Nedimyer, founder of the Coral Restoration Foundation. In telling
the story of this sea conservation pioneer and marine life protector, Kate Messner and Matthew Forsythe create a stunning
tribute to the wonders of nature and the power of human hope—a power even the smallest readers can access in their
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quest to aid our extraordinary planet. Recommended by experts for children who are reading independently and
transitioning to longer books, The Brilliant Deep is perfect for the following reading categories: • Books for Kids Ages 5-9 •
Children's Books for Kindergarten – 3rd Grade • Nonfiction Science Studies Education • Summer Reading

The Exact Location of Home
For Claire Boucher, life is all about skating on the frozen cow pond and in the annual Maple Show right before the big
pancake breakfast on her family's farm. But all that changes when Russian skating coach Andrei Grosheva offers Claire a
scholarship to train with the elite in Lake Placid. Tossed into a world of mean girls on ice, where competition is everything,
Claire realizes that her sweet dream come true has sharper edges than she could have imagined. Can she find the strength
to stand up to the people who want to see her fail and the courage to decide which dream she wants to follow?

Sugar and Ice
In this exuberant and lyrical follow-up to the award-winning Over and Under the Snow, discover the wonders that lie hidden
between stalks, under the shade of leaves . . . and down in the dirt. Explore the hidden world and many lives of a garden
through the course of a year! Up in the garden, the world is full of green—leaves and sprouts, growing vegetables, ripening
fruit. But down in the dirt exists a busy world—earthworms dig, snakes hunt, skunks burrow—populated by all the animals
that make a garden their home. Plus, this is the fixed format version, which will look almost identical to the print version.
Additionally for devices that support audio, this ebook includes a read-along setting.

Up in the Garden and Down in the Dirt
Ranger, the time-traveling golden retriever with search-and-rescue training, travels to Colonial America to help the patriot
cause!

Confessions of an Imaginary Friend
Four kids . . . Two weeks in the Florida Everglades . . . One top-secret science experiment that could change them and the
world as they know it . . . Meet Quentin, a middle-school football star from Chicago; Sarah, a hockey player from Upstate
New York; Ben, a horse lover from the Pacific Northwest; and Cat, an artistic bird watcher from California. The four have
little in common except the head injuries that landed them in an elite brain-science center in the wild swamps of Florida. It's
known as the best clinic in the world and promises to return their lives to normal, but as days pass, the kids begin to notice
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strange side effects and unexplained changes.

Over and Under the Pond
A fun, accessible chapter-book debut from an exciting new talent--simultaneous hardcover-paperback launch! Marty
McGuire would rather spend recess catching frogs in the pond than playing dress-up with the other girls in third grade. So
when her teacher casts Marty as the princess in the class play, Marty's absolutely, positively sure that there's been a huge
mistake. But after a special lesson in the art of improvisation, Marty comes up with her OWN plan to IMPROVE the play: Why
use stuffed-animal frog onstage when a live one would be so much better? In the end, Marty's one-of-a-kind performance
makes for an unforgettable show. Maybe Marty CAN live happily ever after, after all!

Over and Under the Snow
From the award-winning and bestselling creators of Drawn Together comes the fantastic tale of a magical elevator that will
lift your spirits--and press all the right buttons! Iris loves to push the elevator buttons in her apartment building, but when
it's time to share the fun with a new member of the family, she's pretty put out. That is, until the sudden appearance of a
mysterious new button opens up entire realms of possibility, places where she can escape and explore on her own. But
when she's forced to choose between going at it alone or letting her little brother tag along, Iris finds that sharing a
discovery with the people you love can be the most wonderful experience of all. Using their dynamic comics-inspired
storytelling, acclaimed author Minh Lê and Caldecott Medal-winning artist Dan Santat carry readers on a journey of ups,
downs, and twists and turns that will send hearts--and imaginations--soaring. *"Like Sendak's Max, Iris uses anger to lift her
away from the real world into jungles and outer space. And she returns to her room changed. Breaking the bounds of a
traditional picture book, Iris' creative growth elevates us all."--Kirkus Reviews, starred review *"An excellent choice for
individual consumption or as a read-aloud, this story is sure to get creative juices flowing."--School Library Connection,
starred review

Manhunt
"A charming, moving, funny, and ultimately very surprising story." --Wendy Mass, New York Times bestselling author of 11
Birthdays What if your pencil had all the answers? Would you ace every test? Would you know what your teachers were
thinking? When Ava Anderson finds a scratched up pencil, she doodles like she would with any other pencil. But when she
writes a question in the margin of her math quiz, she hears a clear answer in a voice no one else seems to hear. With the
help of her friend Sophie, Ava figures out that the pencil will answer factual questions only--those with definite right or
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wrong answers--but won't predict the future. Ava and Sophie discover all kinds of uses for the pencil, and Ava's confidence
grows with each answer. But it's getting shorter with every sharpening, and when the pencil reveals a scary truth about
Ava's family, she realizes that sometimes the bravest people are the ones who live without all the answers . . .

Marty McGuire
"[A] deftly layered mystery about family, friendship, and the struggle to speak up." - Laurie Halse Anderson, bestselling
author of Speak and Shout From acclaimed author Kate Messner comes the powerful story of a young girl with the courage
to make her voice heard, set against the backdrop of a summertime mystery. When Mia moves to Vermont the summer
after seventh grade, she's recovering from the broken arm she got falling off a balance beam. And packed away in the
moving boxes under her clothes and gymnastics trophies is a secret she'd rather forget. Mia's change in scenery brings day
camp, new friends, and time with her beloved grandmother. But Gram is convinced someone is trying to destroy her cricket
farm. Is it sabotage or is Gram's thinking impaired from the stroke she suffered months ago? Mia and her friends set out to
investigate, but can they uncover the truth in time to save Gram's farm? And will that discovery empower Mia to confront
the secret she's been hiding--and find the courage she never knew she had? In a compelling story rich with friendship,
science, and summer fun, a girl finds her voice while navigating the joys and challenges of growing up.

If the S in Moose Comes Loose
With the same warmth and fun that readers loved in All the Answers, award-winning author Kate Messner weaves fantasy
into the ordinary, giving every reader the opportunity to experience a little magic. Charlie feels like she's always coming in
last. From her Mom's new job to her sister's life away at college, everything else always seems to be more important than
Charlie's upcoming dance competition or science project. Unsure of how to get her family's attention, Charlie comes across
the surprise of her life one day while ice-fishing . . . in the form of a floppy, scaly fish offering to grant her a wish in
exchange for its freedom. Charlie can't believe her luck until she realizes that this fish has a funny way of granting wishes,
despite her best intentions. But when her family faces a challenge bigger than any they've ever experienced, Charlie
wonders if some things might be too important to risk on a wish.

Over and Under the Rainforest
A fast-paced mystery from the author of CAPTURE THE FLAG! José, Anna, and Henry are junior members of the secret Silver
Jaguar Society, sworn to protect the world's most important artifacts. When they discover that the society's treasured
Jaguar Cup has been replaced with a counterfeit, the trio and their families rush to the rain forests of Costa Rica in search of
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the real chalice. But when the trail runs dry, new mysteries emerge: Who can they trust? Is there a traitor in their midst?
With danger at every turn, it will take more than they realize for José and his friends to recover the cup before it falls into
the wrong hands.

Eye of the Storm
Kate Messner pens a new moving tale of family and friendship about a tech-savvy boy searching for his father during tough
times.

The Brilliant Deep
Part of the critically acclaimed Over and Under series! Award-winning duo Kate Messner and Christopher Silas Neal take
readers on a thrilling tour of one of the most diverse ecosystems on planet earth: the rainforests of Central America.
Discover the wonder that lies hidden among the roots, above the winding rivers, and under the emerald leaves of the
rainforest. • Features animals like the slender parrot snake to the blue morpho butterfly • Explores the canopies, where
toucans and pale-billed woodpeckers chatter and call • Other animals include capuchin monkeys who swing from vines and
slow-moving sloths who wait out daily thunderstorms Under the canopy of the rainforest hundreds of animals make their
homes, but up in the leaves hides another world. This stunning read is perfect for kids who can't get enough of the
rainforest and all the animals living in it. • Equal parts educational and beautiful, this book is perfect for parents and
grandparents, as well as librarians, science teachers, and educators. • A great book for kids who love nature, rainforests,
animals, and learning more about the world • Perfect for children ages 5 to 8 years old • You'll love this book if you love
books like The Big Book of Bugs by Yuval Zommer, The Animal Book by Lonely Planet Kids, and A Butterfly Is Patient by
Dianna Aston.

Rescue on the Oregon Trail (Ranger in Time #1)
An inspiring and informative book for kids about the past and future of America's presidents. Who will be the NEXT
president? Could it be you? When George Washington became the first president of the United States, there were nine
future presidents already alive in America, doing things like practicing law or studying medicine. When JFK became the
thirty-fifth president, there were 10 future presidents already alive in America, doing things like hosting TV shows and
learning the saxophone. And right now—today!—there are at least 10 future presidents alive in America. They could be
playing basketball, like Barack Obama, or helping in the garden, like Dwight D. Eisenhower. They could be solving math
problems or reading books. They could be making art—or already making change. • A breezy, kid-friendly survey of
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American history and American presidents • Great for teachers, librarians, and other educators • Kate Messner's nonfiction
picture books have been lauded by critics and received a variety of awards. For young readers and students who loved The
New Big Book of Presidents, Lincoln and Kennedy: A Pair to Compare, and Kid Presidents: True Tales of Childhood from
America's Presidents. A helpful addition to curriculums of 5th- to 8th-grade students studying U.S. History and civics and the
federal government. • For readers ages 8–12 • S. history for kids • Students, librarians, teachers • 5th–8th-grade kids From
award-winning author Kate Messner and New York Times bestselling artist Adam Rex comes a timely and compelling
compendium about the U.S. presidents—before they were presidents. Kate Messner is an award-winning author whose
many books for kids have been selected as Best Books by the New York Times, Junior Library Guild, IndieBound, and Bank
Street College of Education. She lives on Lake Champlain with her family. Adam Rex is the author and illustrator of many
beloved picture books and novels, including Nothing Rhymes with Orange and the New York Times bestseller Frankenstein
Makes a Sandwich. He has worked with the likes of Jon Scieszka, Mac Barnett, Jeff Kinney, and Neil Gaiman. He lives in
Tucson, Arizona.

The Seventh Wish
In this adventure, Ranger heads to Normandy on the morning of the D-Day invasion and finds himself in the middle of one
of the fiercest battles of World War II. Ranger meets Leo, a Jewish boy who is hiding with a local farmer, and Walt, a young
African-American soldier fighting to free France from the Nazis. Walt is in the 320th Balloon Battalion, so it's his job to help
operate the enormous barrage balloons that fly over the American troops, shielding them from enemy planes. It's pure
chaos, with thundering warplanes, falling bombs, and exploding land mines. Will Ranger, Leo, and Walt survive?

Capture the Flag
Meet Ranger! He's a time-traveling golden retriever who has a nose for trouble . . . and always saves the day! Ranger has
been trained as a search-and-rescue dog, but can't officially pass the test because he's always getting distracted by
squirrels during exercises. One day, he finds a mysterious first aid kit in the garden and is transported to the year 1850,
where he meets a young boy named Sam Abbott. Sam's family is migrating west on the Oregon Trail, and soon after Ranger
arrives he helps the boy save his little sister. Ranger thinks his job is done, but the Oregon Trail can be dangerous, and the
Abbotts need Ranger's help more than they realize!

D-Day: Battle on the Beach (Ranger #7)
Ranger, the time-traveling golden retriever, is back for the second book in Kate Messner's new chapter book series. This
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time, he's off to save the day in ancient Rome! Ranger is a golden retriever who has been trained as a search-and-rescue
dog. In this adventure, Ranger travels to the Colosseum in ancient Rome, where there are gladiator fights and wild animal
hunts! Ranger befriends Marcus, a young boy Ranger saves from a runaway lion, and Quintus, a new volunteer gladiator
who must prove himself in the arena. Can Ranger help Marcus and Quintus escape the brutal world of the Colosseum?

Journey through Ash and Smoke (Ranger in Time #5)
Fergus, the pet mouse in Miss Maxwell's classroom, stows away in a backpack on a field trip to the museum. He makes a
new friend, Zeke, another mouse, who shows Fergus many interesting exhibits, but now he wonders how to get back to
school.

All the Answers
Looks at the inspiring story of Joan Procter, a pioneering female scientist who loved reptiles.
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